QUICK AND EASY HANDLING WITH
FLEXIBLE LAYING MACHINES

VACULYFT - Smooth and flexible machines for stone paving
By using laying machines you get both economical as well as ergonomical gains. VACULYFT reduces laying time
and minimizes the risk of work related injuries. VACULYFT is quick and easy to set up and with an easy to use quick
connection you can change tools to enable lifting all kinds of decorative paving slabs, flagstones, blocks, stones,
sacks etc. The machines are available in wide range of models, all with specific features to meet a wide range of
user demands.

VACULYFT P
With VACULYFT P you can move the material as work
progresses. A flexible articulated crane that fits most
types of forklifts, wheel loaders, tractors and backhoes.

For loads up to 140 kg

VACULYFT PM
The combined forklift/laying machine for easy handling
and moving of both machine and material. The articulated crane arm is easily foldable to simplify storage and
transport.

VACULYFT P
VACULYFT PM
VACULYFT L
VACULYFT E
STONE MAGNET

Moves the material

Petrol, hydraulic or diesel powered
Petrol or diesel powered, Hinowa TP2000 Chassis, can also be complemented with electric powered vacuum pump
Petrol powered, Hinowa 1100 or 1150 Chassis, can also be complemented with electric powered vacuum pump
Electric powered, 400V
Hydraulic or petrol powered

VACULYFT L
VACULYFT L is mounted on a narrow crawler track
chassis which enables easy moving and setting up. The
laying machine can be disconnected from the chassis
which can be used with a wide range of available accessories.

Easy moving

VACULYFT E
VACULYFT E is powered by 400V electricity which
makes this a low noise machine. Hydraulic outriggers enables quick and safe setting up.
t.

Quiet operation

STONE MAGNET
For loads up to 1500 kg

The STONE MAGNET can be suspended from all kinds
of wheel loaders, excavators and cranes as well as forklifts. The vacuum pump is available with stand alone
petrol power or hydraulic power for maximum flexiblity.
Available in three different designs - 500kg, 1000kg and
one for loads up to 1500kg.

SMART EQUIPMENTS AND SOLUTIONS

Quick
connection
All Vaculyft machines are equipped
with a quick coupler which enables
easy tool changes for different lifting
objects.

There is a wide range of stock lifting tools available for lifting the most common kinds of decorative paving slabs, flagstones, blocks etc. This is just a small collection, we can custom make tools for your specific needs. Lots of gaskets and
cups in stock.

The same type of vacuum pump that
Vaculyft P & PM has, is also used for
our Stone magnet SM1000.
By complementing your purchase of
a Vaculyft P or a Vaculyft PM with a
stone magnetic chassis, you get a
stone magnet for a low cost! Quickly
and smoothly you can move the pump
between the different machines.

All Vaculyft machines are equipped
with articulated crane arm to improve
accessibility. The crane arm is foldable
for easier storage and transport.
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Removing/rebuilding of old areas
with the VACULYFT machines and
the STONE MAGNET becomes a
simple task.
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